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SLCs 101  

1 Introduction 

Service Level Criteria (SLCs) in Control Center are used to know when processes and/or file transfers that 
are supposed to occur on servers monitored by Control Center do not occur on time and/or take too long or 
even too little time to run. Specifically, an SLC can emit events when certain processes or process steps fail 
to: 

• start by a certain time 

• end by a certain time 

• run within a specified time duration 

Control Center Rules may “watch” the SLC events generated because of SLCs and take appropriate 
Actions to alert someone or something when the events occur. 

Control Center supports multiple types of SLCs:  

• Simple SLCs 

• Standard SLCs 

• Wildcard SLCs and  

• Workflow SLCs 

The type of SLC to use depends on the complexity of the criteria that must be specified for Control Center 
to ascertain if a process or file transfer has occurred by the time and/or the duration specified. 

Simple SLCs are the easiest to set up and use. Once all the criteria Control Center needs is specified, the 
Simple SLC creation logic will also generate the appropriate Schedule, Rules, and Action(s) required for 
that SLC to function and alert users of problems. However, the criteria that may be specified is limited. 
Therefore, the types of Processes and File Transfers that may be watched for is also limited, and reuse of 
existing Rules and Actions is not possible with Simple SLCs. 

Standard, Wildcard, and Workflow SLCs may provide more flexibility than Simple SLCs as far as criteria 
specification is considered. These SLCs require users to create and reuse their own Schedules, Rules, and 
Actions. Of all SLC types, Workflow SLCs are the most complex to set up, but they also provide maximum 
flexibility including the ability to ensure multiple processes and/or file transfers. 

Considering the pros and cons of each SLC type, it is recommended to use Workflow SLCs always. 
Despite their plethora of parameters and complexity, you will not have any of the limitations built-in to the 
other SLC types. 

A lot of information on creating and troubleshooting SLCs is already available on Control Center 
documentation. This white paper will hone in on the following two types of SLCs with specific examples 
using Workflow SLCs: 

• When a process and transfer do not occur by some deadline and 

• When a process and transfer take too long 
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2 Solving Two Basic Problems with SLCs 

These are two basic problems that SLCs can be used to solve: 

• Being alerted when a transfer or process did not occur on time 

• Being alerted that a transfer or process took too long to run 

The following sections will detail how to construct Workflow SLCs, their criteria, the Schedules, and the 

Rules required to notify you when these problems occur. 

2.1 Creating an SLC for Processes and Transfers that Did Not Occur on Time 

SLCs can facilitate alerts when things do not start and/or end by specific times, but often, all you really want 
to know is “Did my file arrive in time?” and that’s what we will implement here. 

In this example, you will see how to create a Workflow SLC and all the constituent parts required to be 
alerted when a weekly timesheet file, “timesheet.xls” is not received by the Control Center monitored 
Connect:Direct server named “dander2k46” on Fridays between 10 A.M. and 3 P.M. Central time. 

1. Start the Control Center Swing console, and logon to Control Center. 
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2. Once you are logged in, click Manage -> Service Level Criteria (SLCs) -> Workflow SLC 

Groups to begin the process. 

 

3. Click on the  icon in the Workflow SLC Groups window to begin creating your SLC. 
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The Workflow SLC Creation wizard starts and displays the following screen: 

 

Here you will: 

a) Provide a Name for your SLC. E.g. “Timesheets arrived” (apostrophes are not allowed in names). 

b) Check Suppress Milestone Messages (you don’t need them). 

c) Change Start and End Monitor Windows tolerances from six hours (their default values) to zero. 

d) Click Next. 
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4. The next screen shown by the wizard has to do with Data Visibility Groups (DVGs). For this 

example, we don’t care about DVGs, so just click Next again. 

 

5. In the Schedules selection/creation screen, click on the  icon to create a new Schedule for your 

SLC unless you already have an existing Schedule with the correct criteria to use. 

 

A new dialog will appear to allow you to create the Schedule for your SLC: 
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6. The default Schedule Type is Calendar Schedule”, and that’s exactly what is required. Specify 

“Fridays by 3pm” for Name, and then click Next.  

7. On the Parameters dialog, an existing Calendar Name must be selected (or a new Calendar 

created), and the Start and End Time for the Normal End Range (NER) specified.   

Control Center ships with a Calendar named Friday, so you can just use that. Associating your SLC 

with the Friday Calendar will make it only ever be active on Fridays as you want. We also know that 

the earliest the timesheet data could ever arrive is 10 A.M. CT and it must arrive by 3 P.M. CT, or 

we want to be alerted. So, all you must do on this screen is: 

a) Ensure the Time Zone value is what you want. 

b) Specify Normal End Range values for: 

• Start Time and 

• End Time 

c) Click Next. 

As shown in the following figure: 
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Note:  

• You must specify times in 24-hour format. E.g. instead of 3 P.M., you must specify 15:00. 

• Because we specified an NER Start Time of 10:00, it means Control Center will not watch for 

any activities / events for this SLC until 10:00 A.M CT, so be sure you pick an appropriate Start 

Time value to avoid bogus alerting. If you set it too late, Control Center could miss seeing that 

the transfer occurred. 
 

8. In subsequent dialog, Create SLC Schedule dialogs click Next, Finish, and Close, and your 

Schedule for the SLC will be created as shown in the following screens:  
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After you click Close, the new Schedule will appear in the All Schedules list, where you began the 
process of creating the SLC Schedule, preselected. 
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9. Click on  icon to add it to the Selected Schedules list and then click Next. 

 

10. On the Parameters screen that appears, change Milestone times Relative to from Actual start 

of Workflow SLC to Scheduled start of Workflow SLC and then click Next. 
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11. On the Milestones screen, click on the  icon to add a Milestone, which is where you will add 

the criteria that specifies what Control Center should look for (the completion of the file transfer of 

“timesheet.xls”) to know if this SLC is “satisfied” or not.  

 

12. On the Create Workflow Milestone dialog, enter a Name and Description of the milestone and 

click Next. 
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13. The Parameters dialog is where the “match criteria” are specified for your SLC. 

Note: The “match criteria” are used by Control Center logic to search for events to “satisfy” the 
SLC. Control Center, specifically the Control Center SLC Service, will generate different events 
based on whether an SLC is “satisfied” or not, allowing you to write Rules to watch for the events 
generated indicating it was not “satisfied” and associate Control Center Actions to alert you when 
those events occur. 

 

To begin adding parameters, click in the box beneath Key and select Server from the drop down. 
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14. Click in the box beneath Operator and select Wild Card from the drop down. In the box under 

Value enter the name of the server the file is expected to be received from, “dander2k46”, to 

complete the first parameter for your SLC. 

 

Note: If the file arriving on one of several monitored servers should satisfy your SLC, use an 
Operator value of Regex instead of Wild Card, and specify all the acceptable server names in the 
Value field separated by an “or bar” (“|”). 
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15. After entering one parameter, a second row appears to allow for an additional parameter in the 

Parameters screen. You just need one more parameter now. As before, click in the empty box 

under Key and Operator to select Dest File Name and Wild Card respectively.  

 

Then, specify a file name in Value. 

 

Note: The file name entered for Value must be correct, including colons and slash direction, 
because if it is not perfect you will be alerted even when the file does appear.  
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16. Click Next. The milestone Schedule dialog appears as follows: 

 

17. The values you will specify here are somewhat arbitrary because you checked Suppress 

Milestone Messages when you set the General parameters for our SLC, but something valid must 

be entered here, so you will set the minimum and maximum duration values, to 00:00 and 00:01, 

respectively, which means you expect the transfer to take between no time and one minute. 

Once the milestone Schedule is set, click Finish. 

 

Here, you could add additional Milestones for your SLC, but that is unnecessary, so just click Next. 
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18. On the Confirm Choices screen, make sure: 

• Enabled is Yes 

• Suppress Milestone Messages is Yes 

• Monitor Window Start Tolerance is 0 

• Monitor Window End Tolerance is 0 

• Schedules is set to “Fridays by 3pm” 

• Milestone time relative to is Scheduled start of Workflow SLC 

• Concurrence Count is 1 and 

• Milestones shows the name of the one Milestone that you created 

Then click Finish, and then Close to complete the creation of your SLC. 

 

You’re not done yet though! Your SLC has been created and ready to generate events when the watched 
for transfer does or does not occur by 3PM Fridays. You must still create the Control Center Rules and 
Actions to be triggered when the SLC events are generated indicating that the transfer being watched for 
did not occur on time. 
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You must create two Control Center Rules: 

a) One to watch for the SLC events 

• CSLC027E {1} did not start by NERe. SLC: {0} 

• CSLC038E {1} did not end by NERe. SLC: {0} 

b) One to keep other Rules from being triggered erroneously by this SLC’s events 

Follow these steps to create Rules on the Swing Console: 

1. From the Swing Console Menu click Manage -> Rules and Actions -> Rules. 

 

2. On the Rules window, click on the  icon to start creating rules. 
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3. On the Create Rule screen, create the first of the two Rules required for your SLC: 

 

 

4. Select a name for the first Rule. I chose to use the name of the SLC followed by “- 1”. 
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5. Parameter wise, this Rule must be configured as follows: 

 

Remember, computers do what you tell them, not what you meant, so it is critical that you spell the 
SLC name correctly, including its case, and that you specify both SLC message IDs exactly right, 
with only one “or bar” (“|”) between them, with no extra blank spaces. Once everything is perfect, 
click Next. 

 

6. No values should be entered on Schedules screen, so click Next. 
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7. On the Actions screen, you can choose from an existing Action from the list displayed or create a 

new one. Once you’ve selected an Action, click Next. 

 

8. You do not want to set anything on the Linked Rules screen – Enabled should not be checked, so 

just click Next again. 
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9. On the Confirm Choices screen, review the choices made. If everything is correct, click Finish 

and then on the Finish screen that displays next, click Close. 

 

Your new Rule will be created, and it will be at the bottom of the Rule list as new Rules are assigned the 
lowest priority. 

 

We want to assign higher priority to this Rule to be higher than any other more general Rule that watches 
for SLC events. So, select it by clicking on it once, and then click on the Move button, which will be enabled 
after you select your new Rule, to move it to “Position” #1, as follows: 
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Now you can click on the  icon again to create the second of the two Rules required for your SLC, or 

better, you can select the Rule just created (it will be at the top of the Rule list now), and click the Duplicate 

icon  as was done here (an approach I recommend if you want to minimize your typing and errors). 

1. On the Create Rule screen, just change the “- 1” to “- 2” to give this new Rule a unique Name and 

then click Next. 
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2. By duplicating the first Rule you created, to set the parameters for the second Rule, all you must do 

is remove the second parameter for Message Id. You do that by clicking on the “Message Id” key 

and selecting the blank line from the list of choices. 
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3. Click Next twice to view the Actions choice screen. 
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4. Choose the built-in Action “no operation” as the Action for this Rule, and then click Next, Next, 

Finish, and finally Close on the subsequent screens. The Rule list window will display again. 

 

As with the first Rule you created, you need to change the priority of this Rule too, only this Rule needs to 
be one less than the priority of the first Rule you created for your SLC. 

To achieve that, simply scroll down to the bottom of the list displayed. Select your second Rule, and this 
time “Move” it to Position #2 as shown below: 
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If you scroll to the top of the Rule list, you should see both of your new Rules at the top of the priority list. 

 

Note: It is NOT critical to the operation of your SLC that these Rules always be at the top of the priority list, 
but they must be in order shown. i.e. the first Rule you created must be followed immediately by your 
second Rule in the list. And these Rules must proceed any more general SLC related Rules, which include 
all the rules whose Description starts with CSLC. 

 

2.1.1 Check List 

Run through the quick checklist given below to validate a Workflow SLC to ensure a Process finishes on 
time: 

1. Make sure SLC is Enabled is checked 

2. Make sure Generate notification if event has not occurred is checked 

3. Make sure Suppress Milestone Messages is checked 

4. Monitor Window Tolerances: Start and End should be set to 0 hours 

5. SLC's Schedule 

a. Only have Normal End Range (NER) End Day, Start Time, and End Time. End Day should 
be set to Calendar Start Day.  

b. Nothing should be set for Normal Start Range (NSR) and 

c. Calendar Name should be set appropriately 

6. SLC parameter wise 

a. Milestone Times Relative to: Scheduled Start of Workflow SLC should be selected 
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b. Set Concurrence count to 1 - unless multiple processes that match the criteria are 
expected to run on the same day, and all are to be monitored, in which case this value 
should be set to the number expected to run. 

c. Correlator Source should not be set 

d. Jeopardy list should not be set 

e. Fire-Once list: Message ID should not be set 

7. SLC Milestone - there should just be one milestone and for it: 

a. Ensure its parameters include a Process name and server. To ensure a file transfer occurs 
on time, a server should be specified but instead of specifying a process name, specify 
parameters that match the transfer - which may or may include a process name  

b. Its Schedule should have a Dmin set to 000:00:00 and a Dmax that's just longer than the 
longest duration time expected for the process or transfer the parameters specified will 
match. 

 

2.2 Creating an SLC for Processes and Transfers that Take Too Long 

SLCs can be used to alert you when processes or transfers take too little or too much time. While a process 
taking too long could be a single B2Bi Business Process (BP) or Connect:Direct Process or something else. 
For this example, you will develop an SLC for a “process” or “workflow” consisting of two transfers, 
performed by disparate Processes. One for an SFG route that puts a file in a mailbox, and one for a 
subsequent transfer that moves that same file out of that mailbox. With this SLC you can generate an alert 
when files received into a mailbox are not picked up within a specified amount of time, a very handy ability 
to know if processing is being done in a timely fashion as it should. 

In short, in this example below, you will see how to create a Workflow SLC, and all the constituent parts 
required, to be alerted when a consumer does not pick up a file from a mailbox within 30 minutes of its 
arrival. 

1. Start the Control Center Swing console and logon to Control Center. 
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2. Once you are logged in, click Manage -> Service Level Criteria (SLCs) -> Workflow SLC 

Groups to begin the process. 

 

3. Click on the  icon in the Workflow SLC Groups window displayed to begin creating your SLC. 
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The Workflow SLC Creation wizard will start and display the following screen first: 

 

Here you will: 

• Provide a Name for your SLC e.g. “Mailbox item processed”. 

• Check Suppress Milestone Messages (it’s not checked by default) as we only need to ensure 

the overall workflow completes on time, not the individual parts/milestones of the workflow. 

• Change Start and End Monitor Window Tolerances from six (their default values) to zero. 

• Click Next. 
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4. The next screen shown by the wizard has to do with Data Visibility Groups (DVGs). For this 

example, we don’t care about DVGs, so just click Next again.  

 

5. In the Schedules selection/creation screen, click on the  icon to create a new Schedule for your 

SLC unless you already have an existing duration Schedule with the correct criteria to use. 
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A new dialog will appear to allow you to create the Schedule to use. 

 

6. The default Schedule Type is Calendar Schedule, but you must choose the alternative, Duration 

Schedule. Once that is selected, specify “30 minutes” for Name, and then click Next and the 

Parameters dialog, for the SLC Schedule, will display. 
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7. Here, you should enter a minimum duration of 000:00:00 and a maximum duration of 000:30:00, 

because for this example, 30 minutes is the limit for an arrival to a mailbox to be processed. 

 

8. Subsequent Create Workflow SLC Group dialogs will appear, but all you need to do is click Next, 

Finish, and Close and your Schedule for the SLC will be created.   

After you click Close, the new Schedule will appear in the All Schedules list, where you began the 
process of creating the SLC Schedule, preselected. 
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9. To use this new Schedule, all you must do is click on  to add it to the Selected Schedules list 

and then click Next. 

 

10. On the Parameters screen that is displayed next, change the selection for Milestone times 

Relative to from Actual start of Workflow SLC to Scheduled start of Workflow SLC. 
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11. Set the Concurrence Count value to a large number, say 999. The number entered tells the SLC 

Service the maximum concurrent instances of files being received into mailboxes that should be 

watched for. 

 

12. Next, and this is very important, click Insert Var to the right of the Correlator Source input to see 

the following dialog that allows you to specify the one event element value that “ties” the various 

milestone criteria together in the Workflow. 

 

You must scroll down through the list of Variables displayed and choose XFER.MESSAGE_NAME as you 
want its value to be the common denominator that “ties” your two milestones together – the file received in 
the mailbox is the file you want watched for to be retrieved to satisfy this SLC. Then, click OK. 
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13. Then click Next and the Milestones screen displays. 

 

 
 

14. Here you will click on the  to add a Milestone, which is where the criteria that specifies what 

Control Center should look for first (the arrival of a file in any partner mailbox) to know if this SLC 

should start, or not. 
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15. A Name must be provided (I chose “Arrival”), and then click Next. 

 

16. The Parameters dialog for the Milestone will appear. This is where the “match criteria” are 

specified for this SLC milestone.  

Note: The “match criteria” are used by Control Center logic to search for events to “satisfy” the 

SLC. Control Center, specifically the Control Center SLC Service, will generate different events 

based on whether an SLC is “satisfied”, or not, allowing you to write Rules to watch for the events 

generated indicating it was not “satisfied”, and associate Control Center Actions to alert you when 

those events occur. 
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17. To begin adding parameters, click in the box beneath Key and select SI.Mailbox Path from the drop 

down. 

 

 

18. Next you will click in the box beneath Operator and select Wild Card from the drop down. Then, 

click in the box under Value and enter the name of the inbox, in Wild Card form to allow multiple 

inboxes to be watched by this one SLC. Files are expected to be received into “/*/Inbox” (any 

partner’s mailbox) to complete the first parameter for the first milestone in this SLC. 
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19. After entering one parameter, a second row appears to allow for an additional parameter in the 

Parameters screen. As before, click in the empty box under Key and select Dest File Name from 

the drop down. 

 

20. Then, specify Wild Card for Operator, and * for Value because for this example any file added to 

this mailbox should be watched for by this SLC, and then click Next. 
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21. After entering the second parameter, a third row appears to allow for an additional parameter in the 

Parameters screen. Select SI.Is Put (true/false) from the drop down for Key. Specify Matches for 

Operator, and true for Value because this milestone is for files received/put into a mailbox, and 

then click Next. 
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22. Finally, you must enter a Server parameter Key, but you will allow any monitored server that puts a 

file into this mailbox satisfy our criteria. 

 

Then, click Next and the milestone Schedule dialog displays: 
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23. The values you will specify here are somewhat arbitrary because you checked Suppress 

Milestone Messages when you set the General parameters for your SLC, but something valid 

must be entered here. So, you will set the minimum and maximum duration values to 00:00 and 

00:01 respectively, which means you expect the transfer into the mailbox to take between no time 

and one minute. 
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24. Once the milestone Schedule has been set, click Finish and you will see one milestone defined for 

the SLC. 

 

25. Now you must enter the criteria for a second milestone, the milestone that watches for a transfer of 

the file just received, to subsequently taken out of the mailbox. In this case, the most expeditious 

and least problematic method will be to duplicate the “Arrival” milestone, the milestone you just 

created and to then alter it slightly. This approach is much easier than re-entering parameters and 

lessens the probability of mistakes. 

Select the existing “Arrival” milestone, and click on the  icon to duplicate it: 
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26. Change the Name to Process and click Next. 

 

27. Because you chose to duplicate the existing “Arrival” milestone, all you must do in the Parameters 

is change the value for the Key SI.Is Put(true/false)” from true to false and add a trailing slash to 

the SI.Mailbox Path value (because B2Bi records it differently for reasons unknown to the authors). 

 

Changing SI.Is Put(true/false) to false means this milestone will watch for transfers of any file out of 
the same mailbox they were received to (and because you set the “Correlator Source” value to 
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SI.Mailbox Path previously, the transferred file names in the two milestones must match for them to 
be satisfied). 

 

28. Then, click Next and the milestone Schedule dialog displays: 
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29. It is fine to use the duplicated Schedule with Minimum Duration set to 000:00:00 and Maximum 

Duration set to 000:01:00, so just click Finish now. 

 

30. We need no more Milestones for our SLC, so click Next and the Confirm Choices screen will 

appear. 

 

Make sure: 

• Enabled is Yes 

• Suppress Milestone Messages is Yes 

• Monitor Window Start Tolerance is 0 

• Monitor Window End Tolerance is 0 

• Schedules is set to 30 minutes 

• Milestone time relative to is Scheduled start of Workflow SLC 
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• Concurrence Count is 999 

• Correlator Source is SI.Mailbox Path and 

• Milestones shows the names of the two Milestones that you created 

And then click Finish, and then Close, to complete the creation of your SLC. 

 

You’re not done yet though! While your SLC has been created, and ready to generate events when the 
watched for transfers in to and out of a mailbox do not occur within 30 minutes, you must still create the 
Control Center Rules and Actions to be triggered when the SLC events are generated indicating that the 
transfers did not occur within the duration specified. 

You must create two Control Center Rules: 

a) One to watch for the SLC event 

• CSLC043E {1} did not end by dMax. SLC: {0} 

b) One to keep other Rules from being triggered erroneously by this SLC’s events 

Follow these steps to create Rules on the Swing Console: 

1. From the Swing Console Menu click Manage -> Rules and Actions -> Rules. 
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The Rules window will then display: 

 

2. Click on the  icon to create the first of the two Rules required for your SLC. 
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3. Select a Name for the first Rule. I chose to use the name of the SLC followed by “- 1”. 

 

4. Parameter wise, this Rule must be configured as follows: 

 

Remember, computers do what you tell them, not what you meant. So, it is critical that you spell the 
SLC name correctly including its case and that you specify the SLC message ID exactly right. 

Once everything is perfect, click Next. and the Schedules screen will display. 
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5. Do not enter any values here. Click Next and the Actions screen will display. 

 

6. Here, you can choose from an existing Action from the list displayed or create a new one. Once 

you’ve selected an Action, click Next. 
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7. The Linked Rules screen displays. You do not want to set anything here – Enabled should not be 

checked, so just click Next again and the Confirm Choices dialog will display. 

 

8. Review the choices made. If everything is correct, click Finish and then, on the Finish screen that 

displays next, click Close. 

 

. 
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Your new Rule will be created. It will be at the bottom of the Rule list as new Rules are assigned to have 
the lowest priority. 

 

You want this Rule to be higher, priority wise, than any other, more general Rules that watches for SLC 
events. So, select it by clicking on it once, and then click on the Move button, which will be enabled after 
you select your new Rule, to move it to “Position” #1. 
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Now you can click on the  icon again to create the second of the two Rules required for your SLC, or 
better, you can select the Rule just created (it will be at the top of the Rule list now), and click the Duplicate 

icon  as was done here (an approach I recommend if you want to minimize your typing and errors). 

1. Just change the “- 1” to “- 2” to give this new Rule a unique Name and then click Next. 

 

2. By duplicating the first Rule you created, to set the parameters for the second Rule, all you must do 

is remove the second parameter for Message Id. You do that by clicking on the Message Id Key 

and selecting the blank line from the drop down. 
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3. Click Next twice to view the Actions choice screen. Choose the built-in Action no operation as the 

Action for this Rule, and then click Next, Next, Finish and finally Close. 

 

The Rule list window will display again. 
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As with the first Rule you created, you need to change the priority of this Rule too, only this Rule needs to 
be one less than the priority of the first Rule you created for your SLC. 

To achieve that, simply scroll down to the bottom of the list displayed. Select your second Rule, and this 
time move it to Position #2 as shown below: 

 
 

If you scroll to the top of the Rule list, you should see both of your new Rules at the top of the priority list. 
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Note: It is NOT critical to the operation of your SLC that these Rules always be at the top of the priority list, 
but they must be in order shown. i.e. the first Rule you created must be followed immediately by your 
second Rule in the list. And, these Rules must proceed any more general SLC related Rules. 

 

2.2.1 Check List 

Run through the quick checklist given below to validate a Workflow SLC to ensure a Process does not 
exceed a specified duration: 

1. Make sure SLC is Enabled is checked 

2. Make sure Generate notification if event has not occurred is checked 

3. Make sure Suppress Milestone Messages is checked 

4. Monitor Window Tolerances: Start and End should be set to 0 hours 

5. SLC's Schedule 

a. Is a Duration Schedule.  

b. Has 000:00:00 for Minimum Duration and 

c. Has an appropriate value for Maximum Duration 

6. SLC parameter wise 

a. Milestone Times Relative to: Scheduled Start of Workflow SLC should be selected 

b. Set Concurrence count to a number large enough such that the SLC Service will monitor all 
concurrent transfers into and out of the mailbox (or whatever is being monitored). 

c. Correlator Source is set (if multiple related Milestones have been defined) 

d. Jeopardy list should not be set 

e. Fire-Once list: Message ID should not be set 

7. SLC Milestone- there should two milestones and for it: 

a. Ensure both milestones’ parameters include the same parameters – SI.Mailbox Path, Dest 
File Name, Server, and SI.Is Put (true/false) 

b. Ensure both milestones’ parameter values match except for SI.Is Put(true/false). The value 
for SI/Is Put(true/false) should be true for the first milestone and false for the second 
milestone 
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3 Wrap-Up 

Using SLCs is the only way to find out about things that do not happen on servers monitored by Control 
Center. SLCs are by no means “all powerful” – they have many limitations, but few, if any, products are 
known to provide similar functionality. And while the two examples detailed in this paper just scratch the 
surface of the abilities SLC can provide, they could be used as models to solve more than 50% of the 
problems customers currently use SLCs for alerting! 

So, think of these examples as design patterns. While there are many ways to achieve what they do – 
some fine, others not so much, the techniques demonstrated in these examples are tried, and true. So, if 
you want quick and successful results with your SLCs you would be advised to utilize these examples to 
model your own SLCs and their corresponding Rules. 

Note: One caveat of SLCs is while they can be used to alert you when things do not happen on time (or 
take too much or little, time), they cannot be used to alert you when things that happened, did not happen 
successfully – only Rules can be used for that purpose i.e. if you need to know if a process, or transfer, 
failed, not just that it occurred, you must use a separate Rule for that, not just an SLC and its corresponding 
Rules. 

Last and not least, should you need help with your SLCs, or just want to know more about them, there is a 
lot of good online documentation, including: 

a) Troubleshooting SLCs 

b) Introduction to SLCs 

c) Setting up SLCs 

 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SS4Q96_6.2.0/com.ibm.help.scc.doc/com.ibm.help.scc.troubleshoot.doc/SCC_About_Troubleshoot_SLCs.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SS4Q96_6.2.0/com.ibm.help.scc.doc/com.ibm.help.scc.plan.doc/SCC_Intro_to_SLCs.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SS4Q96_6.2.0/com.ibm.help.scc.doc/com.ibm.help.scc.scenarios.doc/SCC_SLC_Pointers.html
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